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Of course you want to feel and look your best 

when you’re out and about or traveling, 

so we developed the Misumi compact series 

especially for women on the go. 

The natural wood handle fits snugly and effortlessly into the hand. 

Misumi means “triangle” , and true to its name, 

the brush is crafted into a soft triangular form with gentle curves. 

The gentle feel of the brush tip delights with every touch, 

adding a special glow to your skin and your heart.

Beautiful and so very you. Anywhere. Any time.

Introducing a makeup brush 

designed especially for travel.



Our 3D Multi Face Brush seamlessly hugs 
every nook and cranny for uniform powder 
application on the entire face. The angled 
shape ensures that the brush tips not only 
cover the flat areas of the face but also 
reach into the fine crevices around the 
nose and eyes. Multipurpose design is also 
ideally suited to dimensional shading and 
blush application.

W23×D23×H95 mm
Goat Hair／Ash

This versatile brush can handle any type 
of foundation̶powders, liquids, and 
creams. Made with a mixture of goat hair 
and synthetic to ensure compatibility with 
any foundation product. The highly dimen-
sional shape and fine, dense bristles 
feel delightful against the skin, for a thin, 
uniform application and natural-looking 
coverage for problem areas.

W23×D23×H95 mm
Goat Hair／Synthetic／Ash

301  3D Multi face Brush 302  3D Foundation Brush



Our Blending Brush gives you the ultimate 
freedom in eyeshadow application, blend-
ing, and shading. Densely packed, triangu-
lar bristles fit snugly into the eye crevices 
for beautiful, natural-looking gradations of 
color. Also perfect for adding highlights to 
the cheekbones and eye area. 

W12×D12×H95 mm
Pony Hair／Synthetic／Ash

Our 3D Smoky Eye Brush is designed to 
create gorgeously smoky eyes. Densely 
packed, ultra-fine bristles shaped into a 
crisp edge make fine detailing a breeze. 
Can also be used to blend and delicately 
smudge eyebrow color.

W9×D9×H95 mm
Pony Hair／Ash

303  3D Blending eye Brush 304  3D Smoky eye Brush
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